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ABSTRACT
Recent technologies, such as online patient portals, mobile apps and various health-related information websites, provide information to patients. However, these systems often only provide pre-defined categories of information for patients to browse through, instead of providing information that can meet patients’ situated information needs during their ongoing care process, particularly during an emergency visit when information is lacking the most. To understand what information is desired by patients during this time and why they need this information, we conducted an ethnographic study with patients during their ED visits. We report various phases of the patient care trajectory and describe the three types of information wanted by patients: medicine-related, ED care process-driven, and care plan-oriented. We then discuss how these different types of information needs are related to the overall patient care trajectory, highlighting the situational and temporal aspects of information needs. Finally, we identify key design opportunities for pervasive computing technology to support patients during a short-term hospital stay.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent technologies development has provided new opportunities for patients to access, review, and manage their health information [6,24]. These technologies, including online and pervasive computing systems, aim to offer easier information access and better ways to meet patients’ information needs. For instance, many online and mobile health applications are designed for patients with certain diseases to track their health-related information [1, 5, 28]. In addition, online patient portals and Personal Health Records (PHR) are specifically designed to address patient information needs by allowing patients to view their medical history, review test results, and communicate with healthcare providers online [24].

Studies show that these online and pervasive health technologies can increase patient care quality, enhance patient awareness, and potentially improve patient relationships with healthcare providers through better information access [15, 18]. For example, when patients were invited to review electronic notes written by their primary care physicians, it was found to have several potential benefits, including improved patient understanding, shared decision-making, and ultimately better health outcomes [9].

Despite the rapid development and increased interest in meeting patients’ health information needs, less has been studied about how to provide real-time information to patients during their medical visits. As patients not only go through various clinical procedures, and also interact with different healthcare providers, a medical visit or a hospital stay is the time period when patients desire information the most. However, the difficulties of accessing and acquiring the right kinds of information at the right moment introduce significant challenges and barriers for patients during their medical visits. In addition, previous studies on information needs have mostly focused on identifying the content of the information patients prefer to know through surveys or retrospective interviews, rather than investigating the reasons why patients need certain information during their ongoing care. Researchers have shown that patients having access to information, particularly information about what to expect next while receiving care, has a significant impact on their hospital experience [4]. Therefore, studying patient information needs, situated in ongoing hospital care during their visit, can potentially address this issue.

In order to gain an in-depth understanding of patient information needs in the care context in situ, we conduct an ethnographic study consisting of field observation and interviews with patients in ongoing care, in an Emergency Department (ED). We investigated what types of information patients desire during their ED visits, why such information is needed, and what information sources are available or can be designed to fulfill these information needs. The finding of this study identifies three distinct types of information that patients need during their ED visits – medicine-related, ED care process-driven, and care plan-oriented information.

We characterize patient information needs situated in the patient care trajectory, outlining its situational and temporal aspects. Finally, we suggest key opportunities for pervasive computing technology to support the information needs of patients during their hospital stay. Our study is significant because it offers new ways of designing technologies that truly address patient information needs that are time-sensitive and situated in the real care context.

2. RELATED WORK
Patient information needs in healthcare have been well documented in prior works in the HCI, CSCW, and Health Informatics communities. Prior studies have investigated health consumers’ information needs, and shown that patients want more
educational materials regarding their illnesses and more information about possible treatments and alternatives plans than they typically receive during clinical visits [19, 23, 25]. These studies report various benefits of accessing health information, such as better patient satisfaction [1, 5], reduced conflicts in decision-making [13], increased adherence to care [13], and increased patient empowerment [27]. However, researchers have also pointed out that patient needs are still unmet by not having sufficient information access; for instance, after an outpatient visit, the patients sought information from a variety of information sources, including friends, relatives, pharmacies, public libraries, and the World Wide Web [23, 25].

Recently, various health technologies have also been developed to address patient information needs, such as online websites, PHR, and mobile health apps [6, 24, 28]. Although a majority of these systems have focused on chronically ill patients in outpatient settings during regular clinical visits, there has been an increased attention to developing health information technologies (HIT) for patients during their ongoing care in hospitals. Researchers have investigated the role of novel technologies such as large displays, tablets, kiosks, and mobile apps [11, 16, 17, 26], in providing information access to patients for enhancing their healthcare engagement and improving their communication with healthcare providers. For instance, Bickmore et al. designed the Virtual Nurse Agents system that guides patients through their discharge paperwork. The results show that this system effectively improves patients’ understanding of hospital discharge instructions and increases patient satisfaction [3]. Tablet computers, mobile phone applications, and kiosks have also been used to offer patients access to information regarding medication, and other care-related and educational information [11, 16, 17, 27].

However, technologies for patient information access offer mainly medical knowledge related information, such as the meaning of a particular diagnosis, test results, or discharge instructions; this information also focuses on the content of the information patients prefer, instead of why such information is wanted in specific care contexts. In addition, while these studies and technologies provide personalized and specific information for patients, they seldom offer the situational information that fits the dynamic nature of the ongoing care context patients actually experience.

Particularly for a short-term hospital stay, such as an emergency visit, situational factors, including a long wait, clinicians’ availabilities, as well as that of many different healthcare providers, can significantly affect patient information needs. Since patients do not often know what to prepare for and what to expect for their visit, the information they need to know can be far beyond just care-related medical information. According to a survey conducted by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention [12], 1 in 5 Americans report visiting the ED at least once in the past year. Despite the high ED demand, many studies have pointed out that most patients are not satisfied with their ED care because of overcrowding, low quality of care, and lack of communication and information [7, 14]. These studies indicate the difficulty of enhancing patient comprehension, and emphasize the importance of providing appropriate and timely information, as well as engaging patients during their ED visits. Similar to the ED, a study conducted in an inpatient unit suggests that patients desire a greater awareness of what goes on in relation to their care and more transparent ways of communicating with their care team, families, and wider social network [20]. However, to our best knowledge, almost no study has been done to assess the situated information needs of ED patients throughout their entire medical visit. In this work, we investigate patient information needs situated in the real care contexts in situ, and examine the underlying reasons for these information needs, by following patients during their ED stay.

3. METHODS
To study patients’ situated information needs during their medical visits, and investigate ways to design technologies that can support such needs, we conducted an ethnographic study in an ED affiliated with a large urban hospital in the US. The ED handles average 4,000 patients per month, and roughly half of these patients are insured through private insurance.

3.1 Data Collection
We conducted an observational study with informal interviews with patients in the ED. The observations took place for five months, from January to May 2015. Observation was used to understand patients’ experiences and care process in the ED. At each patient observation session, one or two researchers shadowed the entire journey of a patient visit, from the waiting room to the discharge/admission. The observational activities also involved shadowing the care team members, asking clarifying questions, and taking field notes and photos. During the observations, we paid careful attention to discussions about the patient’s care; any information exchanged among patients, caregivers, and providers; any information they required; any information they wished to have; and any information sources they used, including artifacts and technology use in the patient room or at the bedside. In addition, we performed informal interviews with participants during or after observations to gain a better understanding of the perceptions, feelings, and questions they had during their ED stay.

A total of 35 patients participated in our study. Our site and sampling criteria allowed us to observe ED patients with a wide diversity of illnesses and situations. For the patient selection for our observation, we tried to maximize the diversity of patients. We selected patients based on age, gender, ethnicity, and other specific attributes, such as the primary medical service, and disease complexity. We excluded trauma patients, patients with language barriers, patients with contagious diseases and psychiatric patients in this study, to be able to observe and inquire about questions during the study. We mainly focused on patients, though sometimes informal caregivers, such as family members or friends, were able to provide a more complete story by adding their perspectives.

Patient participants had diverse medical conditions that related to various levels of complexity, urgency, and lengths of stay. Patients’ medical conditions were widely distributed, ranging from headaches, to broken toes, to congenital cerebral palsy to cancer. Ages of participants ranged from 4 months to 90. Half of the patients were male and half were female. Patients were ethnically diverse: 16 were White/Caucasian, 1 Black/African-American, 8 Hispanic, 7 Asian and 3 American Indian/Alaska Native.

3.2 Data Analysis
A team of three researchers began analyzing data by reviewing all the data collected in the study to understand patients’ information needs during the entire ED visits, with special focus on the types of information needs patients have and the information sources they use or wish to use. We initially used various diagramming methods [2], including information flow diagrams, to understand different care phases in the ED patient care process. We then coded the field notes, using the open coding method from the grounded theory approach [10] to look for emerging themes in our
data. Based on these emerging themes, we narrowed our analysis to focus on types of information needs with patients. After different information types were identified in the data, we then identified what information sources were available in the ED and where the unmet information needs occurred.

4. OVERVIEW OF ED PATIENT CARE

4.1 ED Patient Care

The main goal of ED care is to promptly stabilize patients’ medical conditions and to make treatment and follow-up care decisions. The general ED care process consists of short patient care ranging from 1–2 hours to 1–1.5 days. The ED deals with a wide variety of illnesses, ranging from simple care (e.g., for patients needing stitches or patients presenting with influenza) to more serious exams (e.g., patients requiring an MRI or CT scan requiring a specialist’s diagnosis) to the treatment of life threatening injuries. After the medical conditions that brought patients to the ED are stabilized, patients may be discharged to see their primary care physicians, do home care with discharge instructions, or be admitted to an inpatient unit for continued monitoring and treatment. While receiving care in the ED, patients constantly want to access information related to their own care, and this often significantly impacts their medical experience.

4.2 Current Information Sources for Patients

Although patients want to know and be able to manage their health information, most of the existing information technologies available in the ED do not offer access to patients. The Electronic Health Record (EHR) system, a primary information repository in the hospital, is designed as a comprehensive information infrastructure that contains all patient information generated in the care process, such as past medical history, medication orders, and progress notes. Healthcare providers and administrative personnel use the EHR as their main tool to search, retrieve, document, and share patient medical information. This comprehensive information repository would seem to be an ideal resource for patients to access information regarding their own care during hospital stays, yet patients lack direct access to EHR data during their clinical encounters. This is partially because the current HIT systems, including the EHRs, are usually designed as working systems for healthcare providers, and not patients. In the current ED environment, patients do not have access to the EHR even when it is located at their bedside. While the bedside computers are mounted on the wall to help providers with easy access during clinical encounters, patients are not provided login access to the system, and the EHR often faces the opposite direction of the patient’s eyesight (Figure 1).

In addition to the EHR, another information delivery media for patients is a whiteboard and vital sign monitor installed in the patients’ rooms. The vital sign monitors continuously display key information about a patient’s condition, such as blood pressure and heart rate. The whiteboard is specifically designed for ED patients to receive their basic care information, including the names of nurses and physicians, room number, body temperature, care plan, and tests ordered/conducted. The bedside nurses were responsible for manually adding information on the whiteboard once the patients were assigned to their beds, and keeping them updated during the patients’ entire stays.

Although the whiteboards and vital sign monitors were available at the bedside, the patients we studied did not consider them to be beneficial or useful. Information on the vital sign monitors is still mainly designed for the clinicians’ use, as it was not legible or easy to read for ED patients who lacked medical knowledge or who were not familiar with their own health conditions. Similarly, the whiteboards were often found to be empty or to contain outdated information. Not having sufficient time to update the whiteboards manually in the fast-paced ED environment was considered a key barrier among nurses.

As a result, the way in which patients received or gathered information during ongoing care was mainly through face-to-face interactions with their healthcare providers. Patients usually received verbal updates during the physician consultations. They sometimes paged their bedside nurse by pressing the call button in their room for urgent matters, or they viewed computer screens together with providers and requested paper printouts. Face-to-face interactions, though effective, relied heavily on the healthcare providers’ availabilities. When physicians and bedside nurses were unavailable to provide clinical information due to their mobile and heavy workloads, patients had to simply wait, or request the information they needed from any available provider who may not be part of their care team. Therefore, despite their needs, ED patients lacked receiving timely and updated information about their ongoing care. There is no information source that efficiently meets patients’ needs currently.

Figure 1. Patient room with a wall-mounted computer for EHR use (left) and a whiteboard (right). (Note: whiteboard is on the other side of the room)

5. Situated Information Needs

Our study reveals that ED patients are in a great need of receiving care related information in real time. To unpack the situated nature of information needs, we detail an ED patient care trajectory in the ED. Note that although patient care in the ED varies a great extent depending on each patient’s situation, in this work we summarize the common patient care phases in the ED based on key temporal events that occur in the care process. We then describe the three distinct types of information needs patients want to know: medicine-related information, process-driven information, and care plan-oriented information. Our study finding indicates the importance of recognizing these different types of patient information needs that are deeply situated in the ongoing care process, and supporting these needs by providing accessible and available information sources.

5.1 Patient Care Trajectory

Trajectory is one of the most important concepts drawn from medical sociology [22]. Strauss uses the term trajectory to describe the physiological unfolding of a disease process along with the entire organization of work done over the course of the process and the impact on the people doing this work. Over the course of a single trajectory, countless routines, artifacts, and rules
are articulated in order to provide a course of treatment for a single patient. In this paper, we use the notion of trajectory to analyze the entirety of the coordination work that comes into play in service of the collective patient care work, as well as any information needs patients have at any given point of care.

The ED patient care trajectory consists of several distinct phases with different temporalities. These phases include the major “touch-points” in the care process, where care activities and information delivery occur. A touch-point describes the interface between patients and any moment of decision-making through interacting with a product, service, provider, or any other stakeholder during their care process. Since information delivery mainly occurs during face-to-face-interactions, we use the touch-points as ways to phase the trajectory. This helps us to understand the questions and issues being asked by patients in each different care contexts.

In our observation, the care trajectory comprised nine phases, ranging from a patient’s arrival in the ED until the moment of his or her departure. Specifically, 1) upon arrival at the ED, a patient registers at the front desk with staff and checks in with a triage coordinator who classifies patients based on the severity of the chief complaints motivating the ED visit (Checking-In); 2) the patient is then called in from triage for an initial assessment (Triage Assessment). In triage, the patient interacts with one to three nurses who ask questions, perform bloodwork, and conduct an EKG; 3) the patient is then sent back to the waiting room to wait until a bed is available (Waiting for Bed). 4) At the bedside, the patient meets a bedside nurse who conducts a more thorough medical screening (Bedside Screening); 5) he/she then meets with a resident and attending physician for a consultation (Physician Consultations). 6) After ED physicians make a specific care plan, the patient undergoes different tests, such as a radiology test (Test/Procedure). 7) Once the test results are back, the patient receives the results or any updated care plan from the physician or consults with specialists if applicable (Result Updates); 8) then, he or she receives the necessary treatment, such as medication or a procedure (Treatment Session) and stays under observation until a proper recovery. 9) Once all the final results are back, providers decide whether the patient is stable enough to be released or needs to be sent to another unit in the hospital (Discharge/Admission). Some of this process, such as from phase 5 through 8, can be repetitive; for instance, based on test results or symptom changes, the patient may need to undergo different or additional tests for further and more accurate clinical decision-making.

In our observation, we found that patients frequently had information needs at moments during a phase, or in-between phases throughout the ED care journey, when they had to wait for unknown periods of time, go through an unfamiliar test with unknown results, or undergo a treatment plan.

5.2 Types of Patient Information Needs

Although information needs vary based on patients’ level of experience with and education of their diseases (for example, chronic disease patients may be more knowledgeable about their diseases and thus have less information needs during the ED visits), we identified three common information needs across diverse patient situations. Below we describe the three information types that ED patients are in need of and want to have during their hospital stay.

5.2.1 Medicine-related information

Medicine-related information is any clinical information (i.e., medical facts and knowledge) that helps patients understand their health conditions. This information is necessary for patients to understand their illnesses and the associated procedures, and to discuss treatment plans with their providers. In urgent care situations, diagnoses, tests, and test results may change dynamically in the process of ED care. As such, most ED patients, even including chronically ill patients who are familiar with their diseases, often do not have sufficient understandings about the ongoing problems that brought them to the ED. In the study, all of our participants expressed a need to acquire medicine-related information during their ongoing care processes.

Medicine-related information includes medical terminologies, meanings, explanations of symptoms, procedures, treatments, medications, and so on. For instance, after consulting with physicians, several patients in our study asked their bedside nurses to write down the specific names of their diagnosis or medications since they did not have a sufficient understanding of what they were exactly. Also, patients often requested printed information of their test results from the bedside nurses, after receiving the results from a physician. During their interactions with healthcare providers, we also saw some patients ask the meaning of various vital sign numbers displayed on the beside monitors in order to know more about their ongoing condition changes.

Patients wanted medicine-related information at different phases in ED care, often after having a consultation with physicians. Patients wished to obtain specific medical knowledge regarding their illnesses not only for understanding their symptoms and diagnosis, but also for communicating with healthcare providers properly. For instance, during the Physician Consultation and Result Updates phases, patients needed certain medical knowledge to apprehend the meaning of potential diagnoses or results and to ask necessary questions the next time they spoke to the physician, as illustrated in the following episode.

Adriana came to the ED with an eye infection. The ophthalmologist performed a detailed assessment of her right eye. While examining her eye, the ophthalmologist shared some potential diagnoses with Adriana. Since she has never heard of these serious terms, she became worried. During the wait time after the consultation, Adriana approached the bedside nurse to confirm the names of diagnoses; then she tried to look up visuals on her smartphone in order to compare them with her own symptoms. However, since there were many similar looking images, she saved some for further clarifying questions to the physician later on.

Like Adriana, obtaining medicine-related information was very challenging for most of our participants. Many patients in the study found it hard to understand the details of medical information due to a lack of information sources available to them. The physicians and bedside nurses were too pre-occupied with tasks to answer all the questions the patients had. Even using smart phones to search for information was not easy as patients had difficulty locating the right information and had a difficult time understanding the scientific information presented online. In our informal interviews with patients upon their discharge, we found that several participants surprisingly still did not know, or could not remember, the names of the procedures they had

---

1 The concept of touch-points is often used in the field of service design to describe a service-encounter, the point of contact between a service provider and customers.

2 An electrocardiogram test that checks for problems with the electrical activity of the heart.
undergone or could not understand their diagnoses, both of which could lead to re-admission or to breakdowns in proper information delivery to their primary or home care.

Nonetheless, the medicine-related information needed is actually available and constantly updated in the EHR system, added along with each care phase; however, patients did not have access to the system, which was designed to primarily support the work of healthcare providers. Thus, patients often experienced a lack of necessary medical information and sufficient understanding of their own conditions.

5.2.2 ED care process-driven information

In addition to medicine-related information, we have also found that patients are in need of care process-driven information during their ED stays. Care process-driven information is information that is situated in the ongoing care and can constantly be altered by any factors related to the care contexts. This information contains the current care status, the next care procedure, where to find certain facilities/locations (e.g., the image room,) where one’s healthcare providers are, the roles and names of providers, and so on. Nearly all patients in the study mentioned that they wanted to be aware of their current care situations and be able to decide what they should do or were supposed to do at that moment.

Process-driven information, in fact, was critical in enabling patients to develop expectations and to prepare their own schedules at each care phase. All of our patient participants wanted to know what they were waiting for and what the next step would be. One patient, Joe, with a complaint of high potassium, reported not getting informed about his upcoming procedure in time. Joe was frustrated and ended up taking extra time in the radiology room looking for a bathroom during the procedure.

“We should be informed a few times. It’s better to ask what’s coming up next because when the guy [transporter] come to take me downstairs I have no control. They are going to take me anyways, but you know when I was hospitalized before, they used to tell me within an hour, we are going downstairs. But I guess the [ED] doctor gave that order at the last minute before he went home, or maybe if they had known before that, may be they would tell me, but I don’t know. I wasn’t at all set. Plus, if I knew it’s [the radiology room] downstairs, I would’ve gone to the bathroom beforehand and bring a blanket.”

This quote shows a need for obtaining care process-driven information in a timely manner. In this example, Joe wished that he had been told that the radiology test was the next care procedure, and knew when he was going to go, how long the test would take, and where the radiology room was located in the hospital. Since he was not informed and prepared physically and mentally, Joe was frustrated and ended up taking extra time in the cold radiology room looking for a bathroom during the procedure.

In addition, many patients in our study wondered about the roles of the ED staff. During each care phase, patients interacted with multiple healthcare providers, including core care team members (e.g., bedside nurse, resident, attending physician, and specialist) as well as auxiliary members of the ED care team who either directly interacted with the patients (e.g., a case manager or charge nurse) or only briefly interacted with them (e.g., a substitution of a care team member, transporter, interpreter, etc.).

Our observations showed that many patients, especially ones new to the ED, were confused about the respective roles of many of the different providers and their changing roles, who to talk to, and where to find them.

The need for ED care process-driven information often arose during waiting periods in between clinical encounters. In this study, we found that obtaining real-time information about their care process was particularly difficult for patients in the ED for several reasons. First, healthcare providers in the ED were extremely preoccupied. Not only does a patient interact with multiple healthcare providers, but providers also interact with multiple patients simultaneously: a resident takes care of up to nine to ten patients; a bedside nurse can have one to five patients at a time, and float nurses or technicians may be in charge of the entire ED. Thus, it was burdensome or impossible for the busy health providers to keep patients updated with all the details of their care situations, and sometimes the nurses had to wait for doctors to update them. Second, certain information could only be delivered through ED physicians. For instance, during wait times at their bedside, patients often relied heavily on their bedside nurses to seek such information, although nurses were not supposed to provide certain information, such as test results, that required detailed medical explanations. Lastly, the bedside whiteboards that supposedly provided care process updates for patients were rarely updated, as we discussed in the earlier section. While such information was available in the EHR system, there was no system access for patients. However, bedside nurses were too busy to update the whiteboard information consistently. Therefore, unless patients actively approached any available ED staff member to request it, the availability of this information was not efficiently supported by current practices. This often required patients to wait passively until their providers would visit their bedsides, leading to a severe shortage of information during their care.

5.2.3 Care plan-oriented information

Finally, care plan-oriented information is critical for patients to have an overall picture of their ED visits. Care plan-oriented information involves the anticipated length of the ED stay, the possibility of admission, and information about the department they may be admitted to or other possible follow-up care. Patients in the study indicated that knowing their care plans was helpful for them to figure out what to expect during their ED stay, as well as helping them facilitate plans after they left the hospital. While care process-driven information deals with information situated within the care process during the hospital stay, care plan information concerns the entity of the hospital stay, and the immediate care plans afterwards.

Unlike outpatient settings where patients are well aware of their specific care plans or the date of their next visit, ED patients cannot plan or prepare for their emergent medical conditions and have no idea what to expect during an emergency visit. Since most emergency visits occur unexpectedly, in such situations, it was important for patients to know their tentative care plans as early as possible – not just to relieve stress and tension during their emergency situation, but to better handle possible contingencies during their ED stay. In our study, we observed nearly all of the patients consistently want to figure out the bigger picture of their care plan at nearly every clinical consultation they had.

More importantly, knowing their care plan allowed patients to carefully arrange other plans and responsibilities in their life, such as family duties and professional tasks. This was particularly specific to ED patients, as many of the current ED patient population in our field site worked as day laborers or dealt with multiple daily responsibilities at home without assistance, often in single parent homes or as caregivers to other family members.
During our observation, one family caregiver, who came with a patient with abnormal chest pains, described needing to find out the tentative care plan as early as possible since she had to take care of other responsibilities at the same time.

“I had to ask for it [tentative care plan], because I [have] no time to stay. I have to go to my work. I leave my phone number to call me when my Mom will be moved [to an in-patient ward] and they will call me.”

While important and much sought after, the care plan-oriented information was not easily given unless patients proactively asked for it during consultations, due to the disparate needs and expectations of the ED physicians and patients. As briefly mentioned earlier, the ED’s goal is to immediately stabilize patients’ medical problems and then make the decision to either discharge or admit them. In our observation, ED physicians mostly paid their attention to finding out details about the patients’ symptoms and medical histories during the initial stage, while patients wanted to know whether they needed to be admitted to the hospital or not. We also observed that even when patients requested care plan related information, physicians often did not realize the underlying reason for this information need – that patients had to plan not just for the current ED stay but also for things outside of the ED or after the ED stay.

Thus, care plan-oriented information not only provides care plans based on patients’ medical conditions in the face of uncertainty, but also allows for the facilitation of practical matters outside of the ED, particularly in making plans. What happens in the ED often has direct impact on other parts of patients’ lives. Information related to care plans is critical to minimizing any of the potential impacts unexpected ED stays can have in the daily lives of ED patients.

6. DISCUSSION AND DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

In this study, we found that patients experience a severe shortage of information during their emergency visits. We identified three types of information needs – medicine-related, care process-driven, and care plan-oriented – as patients went through different phases of the care trajectory in the ED. However, these needs were often unrecognized or unmet by the current health IT systems and healthcare providers, because the patients’ needs in the ED were largely situational, transient, time-sensitive, and communication-oriented. In this section, we discuss the nature of information needs during patients’ ED visits and how technologies can be designed to support their needs.

6.1 Beyond Medical Information

Prior technologies that support patient information needs during ongoing care, such as mobile applications, often provide medical related information, including diagnoses, medication lists, and test results [21,23,26,27]. Nevertheless, as our study shows, patients’ needs for medically relevant information is dynamic and changes with their current situation, such as what they have been diagnosed with, and what will happen next. As ED visits are often unexpected, and the course of diseases differ in each patient case, these prior technologies cannot sufficiently meet patient needs during ongoing care. The patients in our study had to request medical information written on paper, check the meaning on their own. To that end, we first suggest pervasive technologies support information needs in patients’ ongoing care to provide medicine-related information in an appropriate manner. This information should be offered to patients at the time when they need such information (e.g. when new diagnosis, test, medications are introduced) and done so in a way that it is comprehensible to them (e.g. containing sufficient explanations using languages fit to patients’ background) [29]. This can be done through providing patients’ partial access to the patient records system currently deployed in the ED. As we mentioned earlier, the EHR system is a comprehensive information system for healthcare providers to document their work progress for their patients. As such, information, including diagnoses and lab orders, is already entered into the system. If such information could be shared with patients through an inpatient portal, along with pointers to other information sources to explain the meaning of the given information, such as WebMD, patients could have access to the desired information in a timely manner, even though their needs for medically relevant information are dynamically changing during the care process.

In addition, our study discovers that patients want information that goes beyond medical knowledge. Patients in our study expressed needs for other types of information – namely, information regarding their care process (e.g., current status, logistics in the ED) and care plans (e.g., possibility of admission or discharge). These two types of information, though deemed critical, have not been incorporated into the current pervasive technologies for ongoing patient care. First of all, process-driven information is inherently situational and contextual. It is, from moment to moment, the current procedure, the current wait time, the current availability of providers, etc. Thus, the need for process-driven information is on a short-term basis, since this type of information changes along with the ongoing care status. The need for process-driven information has been reported in other studies, with a particular focus on providing information about key medical events [16], such as procedures that have already been conducted and upcoming tests or procedures. In our study, process-driven information is much broader, and closely relates to transitory activities, events, situations, and the provider’s role and availability, all of which could cause changes in the patient’s care process, and result in potential confusion and stress.

Compared to the situational process-driven information, care plan-oriented information is less about moment-to-moment details, and more about overall plans affecting one’s stay during and after the ED visit. In our study, patients wanted to know their overall care plan even as early as at the beginning of their ED care, so they could begin communicating with family members, coworkers, their own specialists, or other individuals involved in the follow-up care plans. Since planning for follow-up care often involves other people, especially for elderly or chronically ill patients, and it takes time to arrange schedules based on plan changes, patients wanted to know the overall care plan sooner rather than later. Thus, care-plan-oriented information is desired in order to roughly sketch out and better prepare for his or her ED stay, as well as for his or her care after the ED stay.

However, as we have shown in the study, these two types of information – process-driven and care plan-oriented – are often neglected by the current care practices. First, currently deployed information systems do not offer process or plan-driven information to patients, and healthcare providers who have knowledge of the information are too busy to verbally update patients, especially on the moment-to-moment changes in process information. Second, other information sources accessible to patients, for instance, the whiteboards at the patients’ bedside, do not offer situational information, and often are not updated in a
timely manner, as manual updates of such information by bedside nurses are unrealistic in the busy ED environment.

To address care-process and care plan-related information, it is essential to create one integrated, accessible information source for patients by integrating the hospital patient portal with the EHR, where most of the care status information (e.g., info on healthcare providers, order status, etc.) is already available for providers, and providing patients partial access to the patient records system. We suggest the system also offer ED specific information, with such information differing from ED to ED, so that patients can check specific locations, facility information, the ED care workflow, and find out details on how long a certain procedure takes. In addition, in this system design, care plan-oriented information can be shared with patients once the diagnosis is entered. Sharing information with patients can be done in a semi-automatic way, for instance, the system can provide patients with access to certain information recorded in the EHR system such as diagnosis but leaving out incomplete physician notes or documentations that are not appropriate for patients to view. Doing so would eliminate the extra documentation burden imposed on busy ED staff and also allow them to choose what information to share with their patients during ongoing care. This design can help patients turn to and use a single platform to receive and coordinate information and minimize the burden of looking for any available sources or tracking their healthcare providers, who were the only source to fulfill their information needs in our study, especially in light of the physical and mental stress faced by hospitalized patients. In this way, both the process-driven and the care plan-oriented information that was previously only available in providers’ workflow and knowledge can be visible and transparent to patients. In addition, it is crucial to recognize and share the overlooked information needs of patients with healthcare providers, particularly with core care team members.

6.2 Temporality in Information Needs
As our study shows, patient information needs are not static, but situated within the care trajectory. As the patient goes through the various phases of the ED care trajectory, the need for different types of information shifts accordingly. For example, a patient might have specific needs for medical-related information right after consulting with an ED resident, and want to know when she will receive test results during the wait time. As, such, there is a hidden temporal cycle as to when each type of information is desired during each phase of the trajectory.

Temporality has been found to play a crucial role in patients’ information management [19]. For instance, one study found that cancer patients have different information needs as their illness progresses: in earlier stages, they want to gain knowledge about the disease, whereas in the later stages, cancer patients prefer to learn coping strategies and regimens. One study examining chronic patients’ information use revealed that health information is organized and used based on the cycles of a routine medical visit with the subsequent homecare periods [8]. Though these studies addressed temporality issue in patients’ information needs, they tend to focus on longitudinal care management, instead of the temporal structure of information needs within one medical visit.

Based on the nine phases in the care trajectory identified in the study, we argue that information needs change based on when activities occur, such as before, during, or after each touch-point. First, medicine-related information is usually required “after” interactions/care activities with healthcare providers, particularly after physician consultations. For example, after a patient and/or caregiver had a conversation with a physician for an initial assessment, a diagnosis consultation, or a results update, they wanted to fully understand and process what they were told. As shown in the finding section, they tended to look up information on their phones or ask their bedside nurses for additional information, to confirm their knowledge, or to fill-in what they didn’t know. Next, care process-driven information is often requested “before” touch-points or “in-between” them. As we described previously, care process-driven information is any situational information related to the current status, as well as the upcoming activity/interaction/location; it is typically wanted before activities occur or during the wait time between activities to gain situational awareness. For instance, patients may wish to know information about a long wait, or what medications are to be given. Lastly, care plan-oriented information is often necessary “during” consultations with clinicians. The formal consultations with clinicians usually happen at the bedside with physicians. Physician interactions are an ideal time for patients to inquire about the chance of being admitted to the hospital or the estimated length of the ED stay. Thus, phases of the care trajectory are found to be the decisive triggers for the different information needs of patients.

As described earlier, addressing ED patients’ information needs is challenging due to the highly-situated, detailed-oriented and dynamically changing patient situations in the emergency care process. Current technologies fall short in supporting the types of information needs desired by patients. Nonetheless, the inherent temporal structure embedded in the care trajectory provides a great opportunity for designing pervasive technologies that can provide in real-time and the right type of information to ED patients. A system should be designed to provide information at the right time when patients need or wish to have it. For instance, medical knowledge regarding a recent consultation, in the format of a summary and additional informational materials, can be automatically provided after a physician consultation – a time when such information is needed the most. Similarly, the system can start notifying patients of the reason for the long wait time or provide useful information on how ED care works, e.g., how long a MRI test may last, how many patients are waiting in a queue, where the radiology department is, and how to prepare for the test, both mentally and physically. Such process-driven information can eliminate much of the worries, uncertainty and anxiety of ED visits.

7. CONCLUSION
The findings of our observational study show that ED patients reveal three critical types of information needs during their ED visit: medicine-related information, care process-driven information, and care plan-oriented information. Our study results uncover that these patient information needs not only dynamically change over time, but are also deeply situated in different care phases of the patient care trajectory. We outline design opportunities for new systems to support these situational and time-sensitive patient information needs. These design considerations will enable healthcare providers to acknowledge and share patient information needs and provide patients with various learning opportunities to encourage active participation and empowerment. We would like to note that the findings of the study only represent the patients from a single emergency department in an urban area. The findings of our study contribute to the design of pervasive health technologies that can provide the right information at the right time when it is needed most. This
has not been done in the past research, and we plan to bring our design prototypes to the ED in our next phase of the study.
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